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Abstract
It is important to transfer the ownership of multiple tags efficiently. We proposed a secure group ownership transfer protocol with
independence of old owner. It can transfer multiple tags ownership simultaneously. Moreover, the protocol runs regardless of the
location of old owner. We analyzed the protocol by using GNY logic. The result indicates that the protocol provides mutual
authentication, independence of old owner, forward security and backward security. It resists replay attack, man-in-the-middle attack,
desynchronization attack and tracking attack. We implemented and simulated our protocol and other protocols and obtain experimental
data. The performance comparison infers that our protocol is efficient and suitable for low-cost tag.
Keywords: RFID, tag, group ownership transfer, independence of old owner, GNY logic

The object attached by tag may experience multiple
owners in its lifetime. If an entity has access to the tag, we
consider the entity has ownership of the tag. When the
object is delivered to a new owner, it needs to securely
transfer the access to new owner, namely, ownership
transfer. Some researchers have proposed some ownership
transfer protocols. Nevertheless, most of the protocols
focus on single tag ownership transfer. It will transfer
ownership one by one if there are many tags which need to
transfer their ownership to new owner. The ownership
transfer protocol that can transfer multiple tags ownership
simultaneously is few. However, there are many scenarios
which need to transfer multiple tags ownership. If it
transfers the ownership one by one, it will be inefficient.
We proposed a secure group ownership transfer protocol
which can transfer multiple tags ownership
simultaneously. It is more efficient than single tag
ownership transfer protocol. It is assumed that there are m
tags in a group. The computation time of tag is ts during
the ownership transfer procedure. It takes m*ts to transfer
the ownership of m tags in single tag ownership transfer
protocol at least, while it takes approximately ts in a group
ownership transfer protocol. Therefore, it is important to
design a secure group ownership transfer protocol.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the ownership transfer model and its security
requirements. Section 3 discusses related works. Section 4
presents the proposed protocol. In section 5, we analyze
the protocol by using GNY logic. We implement and
simulate the protocol and obtain experimental data in the
section 6. Section 7 concludes the paper.

1 Introduction
RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) is an automatic
identification technology. It can identify lots of objects in
a short time. Now it has been used in many fields, such as
access control, tracking of objects, logistics management,
etc. A typical RFID system is composed of three
components, tag, reader and backend database. A tag is
attached to the object which needs to be identified. The
owner of the object stores the related information in the
tag, such as manufacturer, production date, place of origin,
etc. A reader is responsible for communicating with tag
and backend database. Generally, it does not modify the
messages received. It only forwards the messages to tag or
backend database. Hence, reader and backend database are
combined in some papers. A backend database stores the
information about the tag and the object. It identifies the
tag, further, the object, depending on the messages which
are received from the tag.
In a RFID system, it is considered that reader and
backend database have sufficient computation resource.
They can implement some complicated cryptography
algorithms. Hence, there are many methods to protect the
security of the channel between reader and backend
database. Generally, the channel is known as a secure
channel. In contrast, tag has too limited computation
resource to implement complicated cryptographic
algorithms, such as symmetric and asymmetric key
encryption algorithms. It is difficult to protect the security
of messages which are exchanged by tag and reader.
Hence, the channel between tag and reader is considered
to be insecure. Now most of protection schemes or
protocols use lightweight function, such as XOR, hash
function, rotation left, etc., to protect the channel.
*
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2.1 OWNERSHIP TRANSFER MODEL
RFID technology is often used in logistic management.
The object will be attached a tag when it is transported.
The tag stores the information about itself and the object.
If an entity has access to the tag, we consider the entity has
the ownership of the tag, namely, it is the owner. During
the logistic process, the tag will experience multiple such
entities, such as producer, wholesaler, dealer, etc. Every
entity has the access to tag within a certain period. It will
transfer the access right of tag to another entity when the
object is delivered, which is called ownership transfer. The
previous entity is old owner (OO), the next entity is new
owner (NO). Hence, a tag ownership transfer protocol
contains three entities at least, tag, old owner and new
owner, where the owner is the integration of corresponding
reader and backend database.
The tag ownership depends on the secrets shared by tag
and owner. A typical ownership transfer procedure
contains the following steps at least.
1) Old owner updates the secrets shared with tag.
2) Old owner sends the updated secrets to new owner
through a secure channel.
3) New owner negotiates new secrets with tag
depending on the secrets which are received from old
owner.
Afterwards, the new owner obtains the ownership of
tag. Old owner can’t access the tag any more. Note that
there is an assumption that the negotiation procedure
should be executed beyond the interrogate scope of old
owner. Otherwise, old owner can eavesdrop on the
messages exchanged by tag and new owner. It is possible
for old owner to infer the new secrets negotiated by new
owner and tag further because it has the old secrets.
However, it is difficult to guarantee the tag beyond the
interrogate scope of old owner. The RFID tag ownership
transfer model is illustrated as Figure 1.
Tag

Tag is delivered to new owner

Tag

Insecure
channel

Insecure
channel

Old owner

New owner

Interrogation scope of new owner

Interrogation scope of old owner
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1) Authentication.
It is necessary to execute authentication (AU) when tag
communicates with owner. Owner verifies the tag to
ensure the tag isn’t counterfeited. If the tag also verifies
the owner, it is two-way authentication or mutual
authentication. Otherwise, it is one-way authentication.
Most of services provided by owner are based on
authentication. Hence, the authentication procedure is
essential.
2) Resistance to some attacks.
There are some attacks in the RFID system, such as
replay attack (RA), man-in-the-middle attack (MITMA),
de-synchronization attack (DA) and tracking attack (TA).
Replay attack and man-in-the-middle attack are two kinds
of attack which widely exist in wire and wireless
communication. The former means an adversary replays
the messages eavesdropped to achieve certain goals, for
example, counterfeiting another tag. The latter refers an
adversary which locates in the middle of tag and owner
communicates with tag and makes the tag believe that it is
the owner and vice versa. De-synchronization attack is a
specific attack in the RFID system. It refers that the secrets
stored in the tag are updated, while the secrets stored in the
owner aren’t updated and vice versa. If a communication
procedure suffers de-synchronization attack, owner won’t
be able to verify the tag any more. The tag can’t
authenticate the owner, too. Such attack is implemented by
interference with the communication between tag and
owner. Hence, it is also considered a kind of denial of
service attack. Tracking attack is also a specific attack of
RFID system. It is possible for an adversary to track the
tag, further, the object attached by tag, by interrogating tag
and checking the messages received. It can achieve the
goal without authenticating the tag.
3) Forward security and backward security.
Forward security (FS) and backward security (BS) are
two important security properties of ownership transfer
protocol in the RFID system. Old owner and tag should
update the secrets in a unidirectional manner before old
owner sends them to new owner. New owner can’t infer
the previous secrets shared by old owner and tag even if it
obtains the secrets sent by old owner, which provides
forward security. New owner and tag also update the
secrets. Old owner can’t obtain the new secrets shared by
new owner and tag, which provides backward security.
4) Independence of old owner.
In most of ownership transfer protocols, it is assumed
that new owner and tag update the secrets beyond the
interrogation scope of old owner. The assumption is
important. If the new owner and tag update the secrets in
the interrogation scope of old owner, the old owner will
eavesdrop on the messages exchanged by new owner and
tag. It can obtain the new secrets shared by new owner and
tag because it has the current secrets shared by new owner
and tag, which are used by new owner and tag to negotiate
the new secrets. In this paper, we propose a new security
property, that is, independence of old owner (IOO). It
means that new owner and tag can negotiate new secrets

2 Problem statement

Secure channel

FIGURE 1 RFID tag ownership transfer model.

2.2 SECURITY REQUIREMENTS OF OWNERSHIP
TRANSFER PROTOCOL
A tag ownership transfer protocol should meet the
following security requirement:
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phase can be executed continuously MAX times. If it is
executed consecutively more than MAX times, the
database won’t verify the tag any more.
Kapoor and Piramuthu proposed two ownership
transfer protocols [8]. One needs TTP, the other doesn’t
need. Both of them use symmetric key encryption
algorithm to protect the messages exchanged among tag
and owners. Hence, tag has a large amount of computation.

securely regardless of the location of old owner. Even if
old owner eavesdrops on the messages exchanged by new
owner and tag, it can’t infer the new secrets.
3 Related works
Now most of ownership transfer protocols are for single
tag. The protocol which can transfer multiple tags
ownership is few. We introduce some ownership transfer
protocols in this section.
The ownership transfer protocols proposed by Saito et
al [1] are one of the early research results. They proposed
an owner change scheme on three party models and an
owner change scheme on two party models. The former
contains TTP (Trusted third party), while the latter doesn’t
contain TTP. The protocol with TTP doesn’t resist desynchronization attack. The protocol without TTP is
vulnerable to be intercepted which reveals the keys shared
by owners and tag. Hence, we consider the protocol has
weakness in its security.
Fouladgar and Afifi proposed two ownership transfer
protocols [2]. One is based on Hash function and requires
old owner and new owner believe the same online
database, the other is based on symmetric key encryption
algorithm and doesn’t need trusted database.
Dimitriou proposed a tag ownership transfer
protocol[3]. It mainly uses a pseudo-random function with
key to protect the messages exchanged by tag and owner.
Owner and tag will update the key when they implement
authentication successfully. It is necessary for old owner
and new owner to update the key to protect forward
security and backward security.
Kulseng et al proposed two ownership transfer
protocols [4]. The first protocol assumes that tag and
owners believe the same TTP. Tag and TTP share a secret
PIN in the protocol. Both of them update PIN at the end of
the protocol, but it doesn’t explain how to resist
desynchronization attack. The second protocol doesn’t
involve TTP. It is vulnerable to tracking attack.
Zhou et al proposed an ownership transfer scheme in
supply chains [5]. Besides tag, old owner, new owner and
TTP, it contains a new entity, the third party logistics. It is
possible for the protocol to suffer de-synchronization
attack.
Song and Mitchell proposed a scalable security scheme
which contains a tag ownership transfer protocol [6]. If the
protocol completes successfully, new owner and tag will
share new secrets. Moreover, old owner can’t identify the
tag any longer. The ownership transfer protocol needs to
be executed beyond the interrogation of old owner.
Fernandez-Mir et al proposed a scalable authentication
protocol supporting ownership transfer [7]. Tag is assigned
two keys, ik and uk. The former is identification key,
which is used to verify identification. The latter is update
key. The protocol is mainly divided into synchronized
identification phase, update phase, desynchronized
identification phase, and controlled delegation phase and
owner transfer phase. The desynchronized identification

4 Protocol descriptions
It is necessary to design a group ownership transfer
protocol to transfer the ownership of a group of objects
simultaneously. Now the related research result is few. In
this paper, we propose a secure group ownership transfer
protocol with independence of old owner. It is assumed
that the channels between tag and owners, including old
owner and new owner, are insecure, while other channels
are secure for the convenience of research. There are m
tags in a group. The notations in Table 1 are used in the
paper.
A tag and owner store not only the key and group key,
but also the key and group key last used. The tag stores
secret and group secret shared with TTP. The owner stores
a status bit which infers whether the tag is ready for
transfer ownership, etc. The key and secret are unique
among the tags in the group. The group key and group
secret of all tags in the group are same. Our protocol
transfers the ownership of m tags to new owner
simultaneously. The protocol is illustrated as Figure 2.
TABLE 1 Notation
Notations
a, b

Meaning
concatenation of message a and b

ri

i-th random number

IDOO

the identification of old owner

IDNO

the identification of new owner

ki-p

p-th key of i-th tag in the group

GKq

q-th group key

GS

the group secret shared by a group of tags and TTP

sq-i

the secret shared by i-th tag in the q-th group and
TTP

H(a)

one way hash function of message a

GOTRIOO
GOTAIOO
RGOTRIOO
GOTAC
GOTCTTP
GOTA
RGOTCTTP
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a flag, which is short for group ownership transfer
request with independence of old owner
a flag, which is short for group ownership transfer
allowance with independence of old owner
a flag, which is short for Re-GOTRIOO
a flag, which is short for group ownership transfer
allowance completion
a flag, which is short for group ownership transfer
command from TTP
a flag, which is short for group ownership transfer
accomplish
a flag, which is short for Re-GOTCTTP
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OO

1. GOTRIOO, r1, IDOO,
H(GOTRIOO, r1, IDOO, GK1)
2. GOTAIOO, r1, IDOO,
H(GOTAIOO, r1, IDOO, ki-1, ki-2, GK2)

correctness of message received. If it is correct, the tag
considers the old owner and TTP have approved
ownership transfer. It updates the secrets as follows:

T

GK3=H(GK2, GS),
3. GOTAC, IDOO,
IDNO, GK2, k1-2, k22,…, ki-2,…, km-2

TTP

6.1 GOTA,
H(GOTA,
GK2, ki-2, GK3,
ki-3,GS, sq-i)

5.2
GOTCTTP,
H(GOTCTTP,
GK2, GS)

4. OTR
5.1 GOTCTTP, H(GOTCTTP, GK2, GS)
6.2 GOTA, H(GOTA, GK2, ki-2,
GK3, ki-3,GS, sq-i)
7. GK2, k1-3, k2-3,…, ki-3,…, km-3

ki-3=H(ki-2, GK2, sq-i).
Afterwards, it sends {GOTA, H(GOTA, GK2, ki-2, GK3,
ki-3,GS, sq-i)} to TTP through new owner. Note that tags in
the group nearly send the message simultaneously.
7) In a short time, TTP receives many responses from
tags. TTP checks the correctness of the messages. If it
doesn’t receive the correct responses from all tags in the
group in time, it will find corresponding tag and send
{RGOTCTTP, H (RGOTCTTP, GK2, ki-2, GS, sq-i)}, where
the flag, namely, RGOTCTTP, infers that it is a
retransmission. The tag which has updated the key and
group key won’t respond to the message. Otherwise, it
considers that all tags in the group have updated the key
and group key. It also updates GK3 and ki-3 of every tag in
the group in the same way and sends them, namely, {GK3,
k1-3, k2-3,…, ki-3…, km-3} to new owner.
8) New owner use the secrets received from TTP to
communicate with tag.

NO

FIGURE 2 Secure group ownership transfer protocol with independence
of old owner

1) Old owner generates a random number r1 and
broadcasts {GOTRIOO, r1, IDOO, H(GOTRIOO, r1, IDOO,
GK1)} to the tags within its interrogating scope.
2) Generally, all tags within the interrogation scope of
old owner receive the message. Every tag checks whether
the message received is correct. If it isn’t correct, the
protocol stops. Otherwise, it believes the old owner
authentic. According to the flag, namely, GOTRIOO, the
tag considers that the old owner wants to transfers the
ownership to new owner. If it has update the key and group
key, it won’t update them again. Otherwise, it updates the
secrets as follows:

5 Protocol analyses
In this section, we mainly analyze the security of our
protocol by using GNY logic in brief. GNY logic is a logic
analysis method which is usually used to analyze the
security of protocol. It usually contains three phases,
formal description, initialization assumptions and
reasoning. We focus on analyzing the communication
between tag and owners because the channels are insecure,
while other channels are secure. The expressions and
inference rules we used are consistent with the paper
achieved by Gong et al [9].

GK2=H(r1, GK1),
ki-2=H(r1, ki-1).
Afterwards, it sends {GOTAIOO, r1, IDOO,
H(GOTAIOO, r1, IDOO, ki-1, ki-2, GK2)} to old owner. Note
that the protocol is executed concurrently among many
tags and owner. Hence, these tags will send response
simultaneously.
3) Old owner will search its backend database to check
the correctness of messages when it receives many
messages sent by tags. If one of messages is correct, the
old owner considers the corresponding tag prepares for
ownership transfer. It changes the status of item in the
backend database and updates the secrets in the same way.
If there are some tags whose responses aren’t correct,
or the old owner doesn’t receive their response in time, the
old owner will send {RGOTRIOO, r1, IDOO, H
(RGOTRIOO, r1, IDOO, GK1)}, where the flag represents
this is a resend message. The tag which has updated the
key and group key won’t respond to the message.
The old owner will send {GOTAC, IDOO, IDNO, GK2,
k1-2, k2-2… ki-2… km-2} to TTP when it ensures that all tags
in the group have been ready for ownership transfer.
4) New owner will send ownership transfer request
(OTR) to TTP when it get the objects attached by tags.
5) TTP sends {GOTCTTP, H(GOTCTTP, GK2,
GS)}to tags through new owner upon receiving the
message from new owner.
6) Generally, all tags within the interrogation scope of
new owner receive the message. Every tag checks the

5.1 FORMAL DESCRIPTION OF PROTOCOL
M1: T  *GOTRIOO, *r1, *IDOO, *H (GOTRIOO, r1, IDOO, GK1)
M2: OO  *GOTAIOO, r1, IDOO, *H (GOTAIOO, r1, IDOO, ki-1, ki-2,
GK2)
M3: TTP  *GOTAC, *IDOO, *IDNO, *GK2, *k1-2, *k2-2… *ki-2… *km-2
M4: TTP  *OTR
M5: T  * GOTCTTP, *H (GOTCTTP, GK2, GS)
M6: TTP  * GOTA, *H (GOTA, GK2, ki-2, GK3, ki-3, GS, sq-i)
M7: NO  *GK3, *k1-3, *k2-3… *ki-3… *km-3

5.2 INITIALIZATION ASSUMPTIONS
A1: T  (GK1, ki-1, GK2, ki-2, GK3, ki-3,GS, si)
i 1
A2: T|  T 1

 OO
A3: T|  # GK1
A4: OO  (GK1, ki-1, GK2, ki-2)

GK , k

i 1
A5: OO|  T 1

 OO
A6: OO|  # ki-1

GK , k

A7: T|  T  TTP
GS
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A8: T|  # GK2
A9: TTP  (GK2, ki-2, GK3, ki-3,GS, sq-i)

owner or an adversary can’t infer the initial confidential
information shared by old owner and tags even if it obtains
the confidential information updated or eavesdrops on the
messages exchanged between old owner and tags. Hence,
this protocol provides forward security. TTP and tags share
a secret and group secret which aren’t known by anyone
else. The secret and group secret are used to protect the
messages exchanged by TTP and tags and update the keys
and group key. Old owner can’t infer the keys and group
key. Therefore, this protocol provides backward security.
Moreover, there is a new security property in the
protocol. Even if old owner eavesdrops on the messages
exchanged by tags and TTP, it wouldn’t infer the keys and
group keys because it doesn’t obtain the secrets and group
secret which are shared by tags and TTP. This protocol
doesn’t need the assumption which requires the tag is
beyond the interrogation scope of old owner. Hence, our
protocol provides the independence of old owner.
Table 2 summaries the privacy and security of our
protocol and compares it with the protocols introduced in
Section 3. The symbol, “√”, means the security
requirement is met or the protocol resists such an attack,
while the symbol, “×”, is just the opposite. The symbol,
“○”, means the security requirement is partially met.

 TTP
A10: TTP|  T  
A11: TTP|  # ki-3
GS, s q i

5.3 REASONING PROCEDURE
G1: T|  OO~GOTRIOO (M1, A1, A2, A3, I3, I7)
G2: T|  OO  GK1 (M1, A1, A2, A3, I3, I6)
G3: OO|  T~GOTAIOO (M2, A4, A5, A6, I3, I7)
G4: OO|  T  (ki-1, ki-2, GK2) (M2, A4, A5, A6, I3, I6)
G5: T|  TTP~GOTCTTP (M5, A1, A7, A8, I3, I7)
G6: T|  TTP  (GK2, GS) (M5, A1, A7, A8, I3, I6)
G7: TTP|  T~GOTA (M6, A9, A10, A11, I3, I7)
G8: TTP|  T  (GK2, ki-2, GK3, ki-3,GS, sq-i )(M6, A9, A10, A11, I3, I6)

From the analysis and reasoning procedure, it
demonstrates that our protocol provides mutual
authentication of tag with old owner and TTP. Tag
believes that old owner wants to transfer the ownership to
new owner. Old owner confirms that all tags have updated
the key and group key. The update is irreversible, that is,
an adversary can’t infer the key and group key from the
key and group key updated. Tag believes that old owner
and TTP have approved the ownership because it receives
the flag GOTCTTP which comes from TTP. TTP believes
that all tags in the group have accomplished the ownership
transfer. It confirms that the tags have updated the key and
group key. Moreover, the update also is irreversible.
Afterwards, TTP sends the keys and group key of tags in
the group to new owner. New owner communicates with
tags by using the keys and group key. Now new owner
obtains the ownership of the group of tags, while old owner
doesn’t obtain the ownership any longer.
We find that our protocol can resist replay attack and
man-in-the-middle attack according to the reasoning
procedure. If it suffers de-synchronization attack, the tag
and owner can resynchronize the key or group key because
they store them last successfully used. Therefore, the
protocol can resist de-synchronization attack. In addition,
owner first demonstrates its identity to tag. The tag will
communicate with the owner when it believes the owner is
authentic. Moreover, the response of tag contains random
number which protects the freshness of the message. An
adversary can’t track the tag by eavesdrop on the messages
or counterfeit a valid owner.
In our protocol, old owner and tags update the
confidential information in a unidirectional manner. New

6 Protocol implementing and simulation
Our protocol can execute ownership transfer of multiple
tags simultaneously, while the ownership transfer protocol
for single tag transfers ownership of multiple tags one by
one. Hence, one of the important features of our protocol
is the high efficiency. We implemented and simulated our
protocol and some related protocols to obtain experimental
data (Figure 3). We focus on the computation time cost by
tag because we consider owners have sufficient
computation resource. From the result we find that the time
cost by tag of our protocol is less than some other
protocols. Note that the time of our protocol is cost to
transfer ownership of m tags simultaneously. It is less than
the time of transfer ownership of one tag in some
protocols. That is, its cost time of m tags ownership
transfer is less than one tag ownership transfer. The time
cost by m tags to transfer ownership approximately takes
1/m time of some other protocols cost. Therefore, this
protocol is much more efficient than single tag ownership
transfer protocol.

TABLE 2 Comparison with other protocols
[1] with TTP
[1] without TTP
[2] based on Hash
[2] based on symmetric key algorithm
[3]
[4] with TTP
[4] without TTP
[5]

AU
√
×
√
√
√
√
√
√

RA
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

MITMA
√
×
√
√
√
√
√
√
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DA
×
×
√
√
√
×
√
×

TA
√
×
√
√
√
√
×
√

FS
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

BS
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

IOO
√
×
×
×
×
√
×
√
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√
√
√
√
√

[6]
[7]
[8] with TTP
[8] without TTP
Our protocol

√
√
√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√

217.9
200
156.2
114.6

111.3
100
73.3

63.1

69.9

√
√
√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√

×
×
√
×
√

old owner. It is assumed that the new owner and tag are
beyond the interrogation scope of old owner when they
negotiate new key in other ownership transfer protocols,
while our protocol does not need such assumption in
contrast. We analyze the security of our protocol by using
GNY logic. The result shows that our protocol has good
security. It provides mutual authentication, the
independence of old owner, forward security and
backward security. It can resist replay attack, man-in-themiddle attack, de-synchronization attack and tracking
attack. The result of implementing and simulation shows
that our protocol is efficient and suitable for low-cost tag.

250

150

√
○
√
√
√

[2](Hash)
[2](Symmetric encryption)
[3]
[5]
[8] with TTP
[8] without TTP
Our protocol

50

0

FIGURE 3 Computation time cost by tag(μs)
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